National Merit Semi-Finalist

National Merit Semi-finalist, Sean Lynch, was recently selected for the United Stated Senate Youth Program. This program is a week-long government and leadership education conference in the nation’s capital and awards a one-time $5,000 scholarship.
Senator Ben Sasse and Grant Kros ’12

Joe Zach ’14 is spending this summer in Washington, DC as an accounting intern through the Charles Koch Institute. Participants in the Koch Internship Program get paid and get hands-on experience working at a non-profit think tank or public policy organization. They also spend one day a week with the Charles Koch Institute engaging in reading discussions, group projects, lectures, and Market-Based Management workshops. Joe is currently a second year student in the CBA Honors Academy at UNL.

Grant Kros ’12 filled us in on what a DC intern can expect from the experience. Grant is a political science major and history minor at Marquette. He served as an intern for Nebraska Senator Ben Sasse last summer.

WHAT WERE THE HIGHLIGHTS OF YOUR SUMMER?
Highlights of my time in DC included: getting to go onto the Speaker’s Balcony (where Pope Francis spoke from this past year), standing on the Senate floor, watching a Senate debate, playing softball with Senator Sasse and Senator Cory Gardner of Colorado, touring the White House, getting to know my fellow interns from Nebraska, and listening to a majority of the Republican presidential candidates speak.

WHAT PROJECTS DID YOU WORK ON DURING YOUR INTERNSHIP?
I wrote bill summaries, drafted an overall report of Keynesian Economic Theory vs. Supply-Side Economics, tallied how senators voted and what statements they made, answered constituent calls and mail, and gave tours of the Capitol Building.

HOW HAS YOUR OPINION OF OUR GOVERNMENT EVOLVED?
My opinion of our government has changed in that I am a lot more appreciative of the work Congress is doing. Even though the media loves to say nothing is getting done and everyone loves to complain about Congress, there is actually a lot of work being done behind the scenes that is essential for the American people.

Read about other Skutt Catholic alumni starting on page 5.
Dear Skutt Catholic community,

May the peace and joy brought to us by our Lord at Christmas be with each of you.

If your Christmas was anything like mine, perhaps it included a viewing of the famed movie *A Christmas Story*. Watching this movie is an annual tradition for me. As I watched, I was reminded of another famous Christmas tale, *Charles Dickens' A Christmas Carol*. While this is perhaps a much more powerful Christmas story, I have to admit that I am not as familiar with that story, as I have only read the book once - compelled to do so in a high school literature course. I was struck this year, however, by Dickens’ treatment of the past, the present, and the future. As we begin 2016, I find myself reflecting on each of those as they pertain to Skutt Catholic.

Angel Flight 2015 presented us with a tremendous opportunity to reflect on our past, as we honored our founding president, Monsignor James Gilg, in his retirement from 50 years of service to Catholic education in the Archdiocese of Omaha. Monsignor Gilg’s vision, commitment to excellence, and tireless passion and effort, laid a solid foundation for Skutt Catholic. You can read more about Angel Flight 2015 in this edition of *Our Legacy*, but suffice it to say that Monsignor Gilg is a monumental part of our legacy.

The past 23 years at Skutt Catholic have paved the way for a present that is commendable, inspirational, and consistent with the vision that Monsignor Gilg established. Our faith guides all that we do, and our campus bears two new powerful symbols of our faith in a statue of Mary, Queen of Victory, located in the gymnasium lobby and a beautiful new Crucifix in the gymnasium. The statue was a gift from faculty member Sherri Hoye and her husband, Bruce. The Crucifix was donated by Jill McMahon in memory of her late husband and past Skutt Catholic Activities Director, Mike. On an academic level, our students continue to succeed and to be honored at both the state and national level. Last fall’s ACT score average, once again, surpassed the archdiocesan, state, and national averages and was the highest average in the history of Skutt Catholic. Our activities continue to compete well, and perhaps the highlight of this past fall, was the volleyball team winning its first state championship in the school's history. While I am writing this in advance of the eighth grade placement test, our registration numbers are trending toward another record year of testers - an indication that interest in Skutt Catholic continues to soar. This edition of *Our Legacy* offers several examples of the teachers, students, and groups who are creating success.

Our past and present merge in the following pages in the updates from our alumni. Our alumni are such an important part of our school community. Their contributions shaped our past, and their present lives - through marriages, births of children, and personal and professional accomplishments - inspire us and assure us of their continued commitment to Skutt Catholic’s mission long after their graduation.

Our ability to live that mission, and to sustain the programs that safeguard and advance it, would not be possible without the generosity of our community. I want to extend my heartfelt appreciation to all of you for your unbelievable generosity and undying support. Thanks to your contributions, Skutt Catholic stands on solid financial ground. The final pages of this publication provide you with our 2014-2015 Annual Report - a strong testimony to that generosity and stewardship.

As we look to our future, we celebrate our past and present successes, but do not rely on them. Last January, I informed you of a strategic planning process that was to begin in spring of 2015. While we had to postpone that process for a number of reasons, our strategic planning has now begun and will hit full stride this spring. If you have not already, you will soon be receiving a survey by email to assist us in this process. I invite you, and strongly encourage you, to help shape Skutt Catholic’s future by completing the survey.

While I don’t remember all of the details of *A Christmas Carol*, I do remember that Ebenezer Scrooge comes out better in the end of the story than the way he began it. I suppose most would say it was the “magic of Christmas.” The true magic of Christmas comes from our Lord, who became incarnate in the world on Christmas. It is the work of the Lord, done through our hands, that created the successes of our past and present, and it is Him that will guide us into the future.

On behalf of all of us at Skutt Catholic, I wish you a very happy and blessed 2016.

Be well and God bless. In Christ,

John F. McMahon
President
Alumni Association Update

The Green Pages

Several years ago Skutt Catholic established the Green Pages as an online business directory to help promote businesses that are owned or operated by Skutt Catholic alumni, parents of alumni, or long-time friends of the school. While creating a listing in the Green Pages has always been free and available for a few years now, the service has not reached its full potential.

With our ever-increasing dependence on social networking via the internet, we at Skutt Catholic are looking to expand this service, as well as, broaden our scope and connection to our alumni base. Plans are underway to build on the current Green Pages and, possibly, even incorporate an online alumni directory.

Look for more information to come as we begin this effort. We welcome the input and advice of our alumni partners as we continue to improve the events and services offered through the Skutt Catholic Alumni Association. Please consider joining us as a member of the Alumni Association board or as an alumni class representative. Go to www.skuttcatholic.com to volunteer.

Outstanding Alumni Award Nominations

With the 2009-10 school year, Skutt Catholic began honoring an alum who has lived the Skutt Catholic motto of going out and “Making a Difference” in the lives of others. The 2015-16 Outstanding Alumni Award will be presented at the Baccalaureate Mass on Fri., May 13. If you would like to nominate a Skutt Catholic alum for this year’s award, please go to www.skuttcatholic.com and submit an online nomination.

Upcoming Events

Spring 2016

Alumni Basketball Tournament – Mark your calendars for the annual Skutt Catholic Alumni Basketball Tournament Fri., March 18 and Sat., March 19. Gather your former classmates and sign up at SkuttCatholic.com. The cost is $25 per person and includes dinner on Friday. See if your class can knock off the defending champions from the class of ’07!

HawkWalk – Wed., April 27 is the date set for this year’s annual HawkWalk. HawkWalk is an all-school fundraiser designed to be a fun and fit activity for all. Our goal is to raise over $20,000 to benefit Skutt Catholic students in need of tuition assistance. After a five mile trek around Lake Zorinsky, students, faculty, and staff gather back at the school and enjoy a picnic lunch together, before dismissing early for the day.

Alumni Soccer Tournament – The third annual Alumni Soccer Tournament will be held this May. Dates and times are still being finalized but look for more details to come.

Summer 2016

Alumni Summer Celebration Weekend – As Skutt Catholic prepares to graduate its 21st class of seniors, we want to remember all those who came before them by setting aside a special weekend in June, to bring all of our alumni together for fun, food, and fellowship. We have the weekend of June 24 - 26 reserved for this celebration.

Details are still being worked out. The weekend is sure to include the Alumni Association’s Flight for Excellence Golf Tournament, reunion events, and the second annual Alumni Volleyball Tournament. Look for more information to come!

Angie Lohaus
Advancement Events and Alumni Relations
Alumni Updates

Tiffany Perry Tesoro ’96 and Alex Tesoro are pleased to announce the birth of their baby boy, Isaiah Shiloh, on Aug. 19. Isaiah joins big brothers, Noah and Benjamin, and sister Isabella. Tiffany also completed her second Masters in Health Administration in August.

George Gilbert Weller was welcomed by Sara Neneman Weller ’97, husband John Weller, and big sister Adelaide, on July 8, 2015. He was baptized on Sept. 27, 2015 at St. Gabriel the Archangel Church in St. Louis, MO. Tara Hollenbeck Henkenius ’97 served as godmother and Sam Weller as godfather.

Sara and John relocated to St. Louis from Los Angeles in the spring of 2013, to be closer to family after the birth of Adelaide. John is an account director at H&L Partners, overseeing the Missouri Division of Tourism. Sara successfully passed the NCIDQ (National Council for Interior Design Qualification) exam in June 2015, earning her professional certification as an interior designer.

Katie Lauritsen Molick ’98 and her husband Mike Molick are very excited to announce they were blessed with the opportunity to adopt a baby girl. Maria Lynne Molick was born on Oct. 9, 2015. She weighed 9 lbs. and stretched 20 1/2 inches. Maria joins her big brother Evan, who is four years old, at their home in St. Louis, MO. Katie and Mike received support throughout the process from a fellow classmate, Michelle Wellwood Downard ’98, who works at the same agency chosen for Maria’s adoption.

Amanda Mimick Lovercheck ’01 gave birth to Evelyn Marcia Lovercheck on Aug. 1, 2015. She came 11 weeks early, weighing 3 lbs. 4 oz., and was in the NICU for 59 days. She got to come home on Sept. 28 and mommy and daddy are loving having her home. Evelyn is now three months old and weighs 9 lbs. 5 oz!

Katie LeFebvre Borkowski ’99 married Rodney Borkowski of Carroll, IA, on Nov. 14, 2015, at St. John Catholic Church in Arcadia, IA. The couple lives on an acreage outside of Carroll. Katie continues to be a reporter for The Catholic Globe, the Catholic newspaper for the Diocese of Sioux City. She also edits and writes newsletters for two districts of Juvenile Court Services in Iowa.

Chris Wolfe ’99 received the 2015 Nebraska Optometrist of the Year Award.
Colin Wurtz ‘06 is an analytics engineer at Cerner Software in Kansas City and is engaged to Emily Vieux of Kansas City. They plan to get married in the spring of 2016. Colin plays a lot of golf when he can.

Maureen Wurtz ‘07 was a local broadcast journalist at Fox 42 until January 2015. She is now an investigative reporter for Tulsa Channel 8 in Tulsa OK.

Michelle Wurtz ‘09 is a senior auditor at Union Pacific Railroad.

Craig Wurtz ‘12 is on track to graduate with a finance degree from UNL in May 2016. He has been interning at Sirius Computer since last May. Margaret (Maggie) Wurtz ‘13 is also on track to be the fifth in the family to graduate from UNL in 2017. Maggie is targeting an internship in Los Angeles in the summer. All are healthy and doing well.

Jillian Hancock Harbeke ‘01 and her husband Dan welcomed their first child, Elle Marie Harbeke, on March 18, 2015 at 3:27 p.m. She weighed 7 lbs. 3 oz. and measured 21 1/4 inches long. The Harbeke family now resides in Fort Worth, TX.

Kelly McQuillan Alvarado ‘02 married Tim Alvarado on Aug. 1, 2015 at St. Robert Bellarmine Church in Omaha, NE. Kelly played soccer at Hastings College and met Tim several years after college through competitive coed soccer. Three years later, Tim proposed on the field before the start of one of their league games.

Leo James Flaxbeard was born on Oct. 1, 2015 to Joe Flaxbeard ’03 and his wife Jana.

Kyle Hendrickson ’04 is greeted by his wife Jennifer, and son Avery, upon returning from his seventh combat deployment to the Middle East (Oct. 2015).

Stephanie Wawers Cutler ’05 gave birth to James (Jamie) Wawers Cutler on Sept. 1, 2015. Jonah Leigh Cutler was born on March 7, 2014. Stephanie and her husband Eric, live in Omaha.

Samuel Dempsey Cooper was born on June 17, 2015 at 9:03 a.m. to Kate Dempsey Cooper ’03 and Samuel J. Cooper.

Josh Johnson ’05 and his wife, Ellen welcomed their daughter, Layla Anne to the family on Nov. 2, 2015. Layla is joined by a big brother, Julian Michael, who is almost three. Although she surprised them by coming three weeks early, Layla weighed 7 lbs. 14 oz. and was 20” at birth. Both Ellen and Josh are employed by Yahoo! and reside in Omaha.
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Colin Wurtz ‘06 is an analytics engineer at Cerner Software in Kansas City and is engaged to Emily Vieux of Kansas City. They plan to get married in the spring of 2016. Colin plays a lot of golf when he can. Maureen Wurtz ‘07 was a local broadcast journalist at Fox 42 until January 2015. She is now an investigative reporter for Tulsa Channel 8 in Tulsa OK. Michelle Wurtz ’09 is a senior auditor at Union Pacific Railroad. Craig Wurtz ‘12 is on track to graduate with a finance degree from UNL in May 2016. He has been interning at Sirius Computer since last May. Margaret (Maggie) Wurtz ‘13 is also on track to be the fifth in the family to graduate from UNL in 2017. Maggie is targeting an internship in Los Angeles in the summer. All are healthy and doing well.
Alumni Updates

Karlee Hauptman Carter ’06 married Dustin Carter on Sept. 26, 2015.

Bridget Parizek ’07 and Zach Clark were married on Oct. 2, 2015 at Our Lady of Lourdes Church in Omaha. Bridget works for the Department of Interior with the National Park Service, in the Contracting department. Zach works for Mutual of Omaha as an application developer. Andrea Terrell ’07 was a bridesmaid in the wedding.

Hannah Engelkamp Riesenber ’07 was married to Alex Riesenber on April 18, 2015 and enjoyed a beautiful reception at Lauritzen Gardens. Hannah graduated from Wayne State with a bachelor’s degree in exercise science and received her BSN-RN at Clarkson College. She is employed at Nebraska Medicine. They are expecting their first child on April 11, 2016.

Kelly Samson ’07 graduated from the University of Nebraska Medical Center with a Doctorate of Physical Therapy in May of 2014. Kelly is employed as an outpatient orthopedic physical therapist at CHI Health in Bellevue, NE. In October 2015, Kelly traveled to Thailand with Relevant Community Church at Safe Haven Orphanage and Learning Center. She loved the experience and can’t wait to go back!

Robbie Thielen ’07 married Sara Banks at St. Peter Chanel Catholic Church in Roswell, GA, on May 23, 2015. Skutt Catholic alumni Mike Thielen ’08, Andrew Thielen ’12, Brad Vankat ’07, Shawn Juricek ’07 and Kristin Vankat ’09 were members of the wedding party. Alumni Corey Drvol ’07, Katie Homan ’07, Megan McGill ’12, and Justin McGill ’14 made the trip to Georgia to attend the wedding. The couple lives in Omaha. Robbie is an underwriting supervisor for Berkshire Hathaway Homestate Companies and Sara works in people resources at Think Whole Person Healthcare.

Hannah Engelkamp Riesenberg ’07 was married to Alex Riesenberg on April 18, 2015 and enjoyed a beautiful reception at Lauritzen Gardens. Hannah graduated from Wayne State with a bachelor’s degree in exercise science and received her BSN-RN at Clarkson College. She is employed at Nebraska Medicine. They are expecting their first child on April 11, 2016.

Also pictured is Adam Engelkamp ’02, his wife Miranda, and daughter Eleanor Jane who was born on Jan. 21, 2015. Adam is employed at Union Pacific in Denver, CO. Genevieve Engelkamp Micek ’04, her husband Nate, and son Grady Charles born April 2, 2014. Genevieve is a teacher in the Millard School District. The proud grandparents are Keith Engelkamp, teacher and coach at Skutt Catholic for 23 years, and his wife Gretchen.

Mel Arkfeld Maryott ’08 and Mark Maryott, of Blair, NE were married on May 23, 2015 at St. Robert Bellarmine Catholic Church. Kelsey Arkfeld ’10 was maid of honor. Mel is an accessories buyer for Gordmans and Mark is employed at Midlands Mechanical.
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Also pictured is Adam Engelkamp ’02, his wife Miranda, and daughter Eleanor Jane who was born on Jan. 21, 2015. Adam is employed at Union Pacific in Denver, CO. Genevieve Engelkamp Micek ’04, her husband Nate, and son Grady Charles born April 2, 2014. Genevieve is a teacher in the Millard School District. The proud grandparents are Keith Engelkamp, teacher and coach at Skutt Catholic for 23 years, and his wife Gretchen.

Mel Arkfeld Maryott ’08 and Mark Maryott, of Blair, NE were married on May 23, 2015 at St. Robert Bellarmine Catholic Church. Kelsey Arkfeld ’10 was maid of honor. Mel is an accessories buyer for Gordmans and Mark is employed at Midlands Mechanical.
TJ Walz ‘07 and wife Carolyn would like to announce the birth of their son Thomas Jude Walz IV. Jude was born on June 19, 2015 weighing 7 lbs. 1 oz. and measuring 19 inches long.

**Charlie Wallrapp ‘10** is currently in Newcastle, England playing basketball while going to graduate school.

**Jake Reinders ‘08** is playing professional basketball in Northern Germany for a team called Rasta. He lives in Vechta, a town of about 30,000 people, just south of Bremen, Germany. The team competes almost entirely inside Germany’s borders. Jake is traveling to interesting cities, learning the language, and playing with athletes from all over Europe. Highlights of his stay in Europe include preseason workouts with the top team from Rasta and a trip to Belgium to compete against several olympians. Overall, he is enjoying his ‘job’.

**Tobias Letak ‘08** was ordained a transitional deacon on Oct. 1 in Rome. Father Andrew Roza, the archdiocesan vocations director, and the Letak family were all present for the ordination and celebration. Deacon Letak will continue his studies for the priesthood in Rome and will be ordained a parish priest on June 4, 2016 at 10 a.m. at St Cecilia’s Cathedral in Omaha. All are welcome to attend this Mass and the reception that follows. The Letak family would love to have the Skutt Catholic family join them!

**Danny Rerucha ‘09** graduated from UNO in 2013 with a bachelor’s in computer science, and from the University of Pennsylvania in 2014 with a master’s in computer graphics.

In February 2015 Danny started working as a production engineer at Blue Sky Studios. Blue Sky is the animation studio responsible for films like *Ice Age, Rio,* and *Epic.* Blue Sky is also the maker of *The Peanuts Movie,* that released on Nov. 6, 2015, which is his first film credit as a professional working in the animation industry.

Danny always wanted to make animated movies since way back in high school. In fact, he remembers announcing to his classmates that he wanted to work at Pixar during an activity about dreams in Mrs. Starman’s 12th grade theology class. He didn’t end up at Pixar, but somehow he did find his way into the magical world of feature animation.

In the attached photo of *The Peanuts Movie* credits, look under the “Production Engineers” section for his name.

Working at Blue Sky and getting credited on *The Peanuts Movie* really is a dream come true.

**Reece Gorham ‘09** received his badge from the Lincoln, NE Fire Department on Nov. 9, 2015, after 10 months of training.

**Maggie Smith ‘10** graduated from the University of Nebraska’s dental school’s dental hygiene program in May 2015. She is currently employed as a hygienist for The Dentists here in Omaha.
Ben Batenhorst ’11 and Emily Harrison ’11 are excited to announce they are engaged to be married! They have been together throughout high school and college and are ecstatic for the next step. Ben proposed in October, and they are getting married at St. Pius X Church on Aug. 13, 2016. Emily will graduate in May with her bachelor’s degree in nursing. Ben will continue working at HDR in Omaha as a civil engineer.

Zach Lane ’11 completed his associates of occupational studies degree in gunsmithing in August 2015 from the Colorado School of Trades in Lakewood, CO. Following the completion of this 14 month intense degree, Zach is now accredited in gun restoration, machine shop, stock making, and design and function in handguns and rifles, with many certifications in specialized firearm customization. Zach resides in Fort Collins, CO and is employed as a gunsmith for USA Liberty Arms.

Photo is Zach displaying his custom built Howa 1500 Bolt Action Rifle. He designed and built this gun as part of his final credentialing as a gunsmith.

Katie Samson ’11 graduated from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln in May 2015 with a bachelor’s degree in advertising and public relations, with an emphasis in business administration, communication studies, hospitality, and restaurant and tourism management. She currently works at Junior Achievement of Lincoln as the events coordinator as well as Cheer Xpress as a competitive cheerleading coach.

Zach Beran ’12 attends UNO and is majoring in music performance and psychology. Zach was recently honored to be one of 15 trumpets selected to be in the 2015 National Intercollegiate Band. The band is selected by audition and brings together top students from around the nation. This year the concert was held in Lexington, KY in July. It was an inspiring three days working with a nationally acclaimed commissioned composer to debut an original piece of music during the final concert. The Boston Brass also made a special appearance to play with the band for the final piece.

Haley Marie Eck ’13, was invited to present the results of her Southern Oregon University Honors project, “Exploring Reality - Religion and Reality: A Panel Discussion,” at the National Collegiate Honors Council Conference hosted by the University of Chicago in November. Her panel featured credible representatives of various world religions who explained doctrinal beliefs, along with common misconceptions, followed by questions, answers, and discussion. Haley is a junior in the Honors College at Southern Oregon University studying English and education. After graduation next year, she plans to complete her master’s degree at SOU the following year.

Dakota Krejci Smith ’14 is a sprinter on the K-State track team and joined SAE fraternity.
I guess the most appropriate place to start my story is at the beginning. I didn’t choose to be a Royals fan, as evidenced by the pictures of me in Royals clothes before I could walk. I spent my first of many moments at the K (Kauffman Stadium) with my dad sometime in 1993. Before I was even a year old, I had caught Royals fever. I didn’t know it at the time – I didn’t know much of anything at the time – but I was hooked.

As I grew up, I was fascinated by the stories my dad would tell about growing up in Nebraska and making annual trips down to Kansas City to see Paul Splittorff, Freddie Patek, Cookie Rojas, and others in the 70s, as well as George Brett, Frank White, and Brett Saberhagen in the 80s.

As the years went on, the Royals just never could make it back to the promised land. That didn’t stop my dad and I from watching as many games as we could on TV together. I remember falling asleep in sixth grade listening to the Royals radio broadcasts. I remember thinking it was so cool that my parents let me skip out of school on a random April weekday to go to Opening Day at the K.

Fast forward a few years to 2014. I can’t remember a better moment as a fan (up until that point) than the Wild Card game. I had never been more excited for a game and then never experienced such a low as the team fell into a 7-3 hole. The wild comeback they went on that day changed the way I look at the Royals, the way that I look at sports, and the way that I look at life in general. You get 27 outs and it’s not over ‘til you use all of them. That wild ride that the team took me, and all Royals fans, on almost seemed like it happened in the blink of an eye, and I didn’t even have time to breathe at the end. I felt so much pride in being a Royals fan that even though they didn’t win it all, it didn’t matter.

Now 2015 was a different story. This team had been there before, and now it was time to take the crown. After how successful the season was and the dominating effort they put forth against the entire American League, it felt like anything less than a World Series championship would seem like a disappointment. But in the eighth inning of game four of the ALDS against Houston, that didn’t stop me from becoming a ball of rage as I watched Carlos Correa and Colby Rasmus go back-to-back to take a commanding 6-2 lead. Come on, there was no way these guys would come back from that, right? I underestimated the want, desire, and guts of the 2015 Kansas City Royals. Those guys would not be denied. Seeing the rally, while maybe not great for my overall health, was just another thing that I will never forget. I found out along the way that the Royals don’t remember how good they are until they’re down by four in the eighth inning of an elimination game; it’s a lot more fun that way. You gotta believe.

It all was worth it as I sat in the stands in game five and watched Johnny Cueto shove after a, shall we say, tumultuous three months as a Royal. It was also just as satisfying watching the Royals beat Toronto in six, with more furious comebacks along the way.

There was a certain calm about each game of the World Series. It felt like no matter how far they got down, the Royals would find a way. That didn’t make Alex Gordon’s bomb in game one or the put-it-in-play-and-see-what-happens rally in game four, or Christian Colon’s clutch hit, after not having batted in about six and a half months, in game five any less exciting. Each moment was celebrated by me and my dad, I’m sure just like he imagined would happen as we took in our first game at the K back in ‘93.

So here I am, at 1:24 in the morning on Nov. 2, having to be up for work in about five hours. The wait was worth it. The pain was worth it. The money spent on tickets and gear was worth it. The tears, good and bad, were all worth it. I wish I could go back in time and tell myself at 10 years old, “Just wait, it’s going to get better.” But then again, it would make nights like tonight a little less special.

I’m hesitant to say that this is the best night of my life. I won a Big Sky Championship as a player – that will only be beat by my wedding/birth of first child kind of stuff. But I can, without a doubt, say that watching the 2014-15 Royals with my dad, in person and from afar, is something that will stay with me as long as I live.
Paul Troupe was a 2010 graduate of Skutt Catholic. He was an avid runner, sports enthusiast, and ranked number three in his high school class. He met his wife Sarah while attending Iowa State University. Both were top graduates of the university’s aeronautical engineering program. Both went to work at Boeing Company in St. Louis following graduation. Both looked forward to very bright futures.

On Nov. 19, 2014, six months after their wedding day, Paul and Sarah traveled to Phoenix, AZ to receive an award honoring Sarah’s work as one of the top female aeronautical engineers in the country. As Paul and Sarah navigated the early morning Phoenix traffic, a semi-truck struck them from behind. Sarah walked away from the accident with a broken toe. Paul died from his injuries.

Paul’s parents, Doug and Sherri Troupe, his sister Katie ’12, and his wife Sarah have asked that the funds Skutt Catholic received from Paul’s memorial services support an annual scholarship for a current Skutt Catholic freshman, and be awarded to that person during their sophomore, junior, and senior years.

Each year members of the Skutt Catholic administration and faculty will present The Paul Troupe Memorial Scholarship to a member of the freshmen class who models the following attributes:

• A student who exhibits a willingness to work hard and who challenges themselves with a rigorous academic schedule
• A student who achieves consistent success in the classroom and who finishes their freshman year with a 3.5 GPA or above
• A student who displays leadership skills in the classroom, on the playing field, or while participating in an extracurricular activity
• A student who takes a genuine interest in others and who is always ready to be a true friend
• A person with high integrity, who consistently chooses honesty over deception
• A person who exhibits a true joy for life and who greets all with a warm smile and open arms

Paul’s parents summed up Paul’s personality with the following words, “Paul was a friend to all and always saw the good in every person. He served everyone he met with compassion and love. He was a source of light and happiness in the lives of so many. He lived his life for the glory of the Lord Jesus Christ and was welcomed into the arms of the Savior.”

We ask all members of this year’s freshman class to honor Paul’s memory and strive to emulate the qualities that defined Paul during his four years at Skutt Catholic. The Paul Troupe Memorial Scholarship will be presented to one deserving freshman this May during our freshmen honor’s assembly.

The Troupes have offered $1,000 per year for the scholarship winner’s sophomore, junior, and senior year – assuming the student continues to meet the requirements for the scholarship.

Character Skills faculty members Joe Koneck-Wilcox, Ruth Kros, and James Justice join Doug and Sherri Troupe and Skutt Catholic President John McMahon.
The SkyHawks kicked off the 2015 school year with the school’s first state championship in volleyball.

Volleyball

This fall, Volleyball Coach Renee Saunders began her fifth season with the SkyHawks. Two talented senior leaders, Brooke Swain and Alyssa Woodman, fulfilled their dreams of becoming state champions. The SkyHawks won the RCC tournament in dominate fashion. The team was the #1 seed in a tough district and owned the title with huge wins over Elkhorn and Gretna. The SkyHawks ran through the state tournament capturing their first state title with wins over Duchesne, Elkhorn South, and a three game sweep over Gretna - what an amazing finish! The team closed the year with a 40-2 record and plenty of memories.
Around Skutt Catholic

Softball

Coach Keith Engelkamp’s softball team kicked off their season with a committed group of senior girls. The team finished the season with a 20-11 record, captured the RCC championship, and were ranked eighth in state! The SkyHawks faced a tough task as several of the top teams were in their same district. Only one team from the district was guaranteed a state tournament spot. The team fell to Blair in the semi-finals and missed out of a wildcard to go to state. Great year girls! Coach Engelkamp picked up his 400th career softball win this season - what an amazing accomplishment and career.

The SkyHawk marching band and colorguard perform this year’s show titled “Red”. The band participated in numerous competitions this fall and was named Champions in their class at the Nebraska State Bandmasters Association marching competition.

Samantha Lierz, member of the SkyHawk marching band and colorguard, as Little Red Riding Hood.

Marching Band

The marching band, lead by Chris Cotignola, had its best year ever as a young up-and-coming marching band. They entered the competitive season this year for the first time ever and came away with a class A NSBA championship. These young musicians should be proud of taking the SkyHawk marching band to the next level!

The following were named All-state musicians this fall:

Band: Nicholas Wagner and Sarah Schrader
Chorus: Matthew Pohlman and Courtney Riedmann
Orchestra: Sean Lynch and Caroline Hilgert
Alternates: Jet Paronable (band), Ava Dreessen (chorus), Ben Eliason (chorus)

Girls Golf

Girls golf coach Mike Stolarskyj returned a talented group of girl golfers to the links this past fall. The girls finished second at districts with Elia Healy as district runner-up individually. The team closed an amazing season as state runner-up with Maggie Elliott finishing 15th in the state meet! The state qualifying team also included Katie Augustine, Ann Gregory, Erica Neesen, and Elia Healy.

Boys Tennis

The week of state golf always ends with additional state competitions in boys tennis and softball. The boys tennis team, coached by Sheryl Vaughn, was in rebuilding mode. There were some setbacks, but every match was extremely hard fought.
Mock Trial

Mock Trial had a great run this fall, and reached the state championships held Dec. 8 and 9 at the Federal Courthouse. The team battled through adversity finishing second in state. According to Coach Mary Meyers, “This team was an easy team to coach because of their dedication to Mock Trial and to each other as teammates.”

Cross Crountry

The SkyHawk Cross Country team and Coach Steve Schumacher began the year with personal and team goals just in their reach. At a very competitive district meet held at Skutt Catholic, the boys were second and the girls were third, both qualifying for the state meet. At state, the boys finished fourth, while the girl’s team finished in fifth place. For a runner, there are always more trails to conquer.

Football

Coach Matt Turman’s football team had another impressive campaign, reaching the state semi-finals for the third year in a row and the fifth time in the last 11 years. In the state semi-finals against Elkhorn South, the SkyHawks lost a close battle and came up just short of reaching the championship game. The team finished 10-2. This group of seniors had a varsity three year record of 33 – 5.

Congratulations SkyHawks, on another strong start to the school year by all of the activities.
Bill Howard, Skutt Catholic’s Computer Science Department Chair and resident 3-D printing specialist, is also the CAD (Computer Aided Drawing) I, II, III, & IV teacher. Right before Thanksgiving break his CAD classes began cooking up the stem of a violin, the first step in creating a working violin from a 3-D printer. Alumnus Matt Hovanec’s OWH article (see story on page 16), on the same subject, inspired these young designers to attempt this fascinating feat. Recently, Mr. Howard provided a brief historical overview of the school’s voyage into the world of 3-D printing.

Our first 3-D printer (a “MakerBot Cupcake”) was purchased in the fall of 2009 and assembled by the CAD III class. The assembly process, which I thought would only take three weeks, ended taking almost three months. The cost of the basic printer was $630. With extra items added the total cost was approx. $850. This printer was only capable of producing items in a build window of 100 mm x 100 mm x 100 mm. It was extremely crude by today’s standards and very noisy. Most of the printing was done before or after school. In 2013 we purchased a second printer (CubeX Duo), which has a larger build window, is quieter, and much more precise than the MakerBot Cupcake.

After reading several articles about 3-D printers, I thought that I could incorporate this into the CAD curriculum when we covered “Solid Modeling” in the advanced CAD III classes. The students could not wait to finalize their drawings and send them to the 3-D printer.

The most complicated item the students have printed to date is a Cathedral model they found online. They had to slice the object into several sections to allow it to print the scale they thought would show the most detail. Most of these sections took four to seven hours to print.

Students have created items ranging from keychain symbols to plastic parts for robots and beyond. The advance CAD classes often make 3-D items that the CAD I classes are drawing in three views (orthographic projection). By creating these models, it helps the CAD I students visualize the different views of the engineering parts they are drawing.
MORE ON MATT (HOVA) HOVANEC

Matt graduated from Skutt Catholic in May 2005. In high school, he participated in Science Olympiad, cross country, band, The Sound of Music, and he won the coveted Mr. SkyHawk title.

He attended UNL, majored in electrical engineering, and graduated in December 2009.

During high school and college, Matt was involved in the bands West of Reality and The Heat Machine, (along with fellow Skutt Catholic grad John Feuerbach ’05 among others). When West of Reality recorded their first CD, he became fascinated with the art of musical recording. He began recording his friends and ultimately opened his own recording studio, in Lincoln, NE, called Plan C Recording.

He met his wife Kaitlyn when mutual friends suggested that he could record her violin playing for a CD. They shared a love of music and worked together on several musical collaborations over the years.

Matt and Kaitlyn were married in August 2013. They live in Berkeley, CA with their cat “Cat.”

During high school and college, Matt’s friends often called him Hova - hence the use of that name for the music business.

Want to see classroom experience coming alive in the real world? Read on!

Former Omahans offer free plans for 3-D printed fiddle

POSTED: THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22, 2015 1:00 AM

By Kevin Coffey / World-Herald staff writer

I've seen violin makers at their craft. It takes days and weeks to handcraft an instrument. And they sell for thousands and thousands of dollars.

Violinist Kaitlyn Hova and her husband, Matt, just simplified the process: The former Omahans created a 3-D printed violin, the Hovalin.

It's a functional violin. And it costs $70 for the raw materials.

Want one? You can download the plans online, for free.

It's modeled after a Stradivarius violin, and to hear Kaitlyn play songs like “Wagon Wheel,” it sounds great.

The project began when Matt bought a 3-D printer a few years ago. They found the F-F-Fiddle, a similar 3-D printed violin, and made their own improvements.

"With each revision, I would print it out, Kait would play it and provide feedback, and then I would iterate based on what we learned. Rinse. Repeat," Matt told me. "We've been through so many iterations of the violin now that I've lost count."

It's not as loud as a standard violin, and it's not the cheapest instrument you can buy. But the Hovas wanted to make the instrument accessible as well as to teach 3-D printing.

They think players making their own violins and experimenting with the design will be more satisfying.

"We wanted to make a more accessible and hackable violin," Kaitlyn said. "This violin is a great starting point for exploring alternate geometry not possible by standard luthier methods. I feel like we just scraped the surface of what is possible with acoustics, and I'm excited to see what suggestions machine learning and generative design can make."

The plans are available for free at hovalin.com.
The gymnasium at Skutt Catholic High School was filled to capacity on Sat., Sept. 26 as past and current SkyHawks gathered to pay tribute to the school’s founding president Msgr. James Gilg, at Angel Flight 2015. The school’s annual fundraiser dinner honored Msgr. Gilg on his retirement from 50 years of service to Catholic education in Omaha.

An eight minute video covering Msgr. Gilg’s life and his 50 year career in education featured stories from several key people including: Mary Gilg Haven, Archbishop Emeritus Elden Curtiss, Michael Yanney, Willis Hill (Msgr. Gilg’s foster son), and Patrick Slattery (Superintendent of Schools, Archdiocese of Omaha). Msgr. Gilg received a standing ovation as current school president John McMahon presented him with a SkyHawk statue inscribed with the words “Thank you for inspiring others to fly higher and closer to God.”

The school was transformed into a chic Parisian nightclub, complete with beaded crystal chandeliers, hanging lights, and plenty of glitz and glamour. Over 630 people attended and were treated to a gourmet meal with a French flair catered by Brandeis Catering. “The soirée theme was a nod to Msgr. Gilg’s desire for the event to be named ‘The Soirée’ from the beginning,” said Beth Eliason who, along with Rick and Terry Dischler, chaired the event. “It didn’t take then,” she added, “so we brought it back in his honor.”

The evening featured a silent and live auction with items including a condo and golf getaway in Scottsdale, a weekend in Chicago, season tickets for the Omaha Performing Arts, and a special drawing for a diamond dial watch from Borsheim’s. The major highlights of the evening included a lottery drawing, which sold over 500 tickets, with the lucky winner claiming a $10,000 prize. Additionally, a raise the paddle request by President McMahon for tuition assistance, brought in over $100,000, thanks to a matching gift.
Angel Flight is Skutt Catholic High School’s annual fundraiser dinner, and this was the 22nd year for the event. According to Angie Lohaus, advancement events and alumni relations, the fundraiser brought in over $420,000.

“We are blessed to have one of the lowest tuition rates among private high schools in Omaha,” said McMahon, “and the generosity of our community throughout the year, and especially at Angel Flight, helps us to keep it that way.”
The Drowsy Chaperone

Provided Comedic Kick-off to Theatre Season

This fall Skutt Catholic’s Theatre and Vocal Music departments kicked off the school year with the musical *The Drowsy Chaperone*, written by Lisa Lambert, Greg Morrison, Bob Martin, and Don McKellar. *The Drowsy Chaperone*, which originally played on Broadway in 2006, was a five-time Tony Award winner and earned seven Drama Desk awards - including Outstanding Musical. *The Drowsy Chaperone* paid homage to our American Jazz Age musicals while it examined the effect that these musicals have on their adoring fans.

The production opened with Cal Strawhecker playing The Man in Chair - a Broadway fanatic who tries to cure his “blue” moods by listening to the full recording of a fictional musical comedy, *The Drowsy Chaperone*. As he listens, he leads the audience through the recording and the musical comes to life in his old apartment. The stage is filled with 1920's style glitz and glamour.

Our students played characters in the musical and those characters were also actors. This second layer of character development was challenging, but the students worked hard, persevered, and shined as they performed for full house after full house. Their comedic timing was fantastic and the show was well received by audiences and critics, alike.

The cast and crew pushed themselves to meet new challenges. They learned to tap dance, carry out slap-stick comedy, perform with blindfolds, wear roller skates on stage ramps, and even create a crash landing of a biplane; all of this action took place within the confines of our commons stage. These are just a few examples of how the students continue to take the Skutt Catholic Theatre program to new heights.

More than 50 students participated in the musical, along with a 14-piece orchestra. Derek Copenhaver ’11 led blocking and stage direction while Melissa Eklund and alumna Katie Pohlman ’15 choreographed the production.

*The Drowsy Chaperone* taught us that no matter what life delivers, we need to carry a song in our hearts to get us through “blue” phases. This was a new beginning for the cast and crew, who were working for the first time without Mark Schnitzler; his training was still very present on stage. The students put every ounce of their heart and drive into this production and created memories that will last a lifetime. They had a wonderful time working together and bringing a fresh comedy our stage.
In its third year, the Nebraska High School Theatre Awards (NHSTA) program provides an opportunity for music theatre students to receive professional critiques. After receiving Outstanding Performance awards the past two years, students continue to use these opportunities to showcase their enormous talent.

One professional said, “This was an excellent show overall. This show’s greatest asset was the strong character work of players in featured roles and a sense of light fun that the entire company projected, which was just right for this material. It was a fun evening for me and for your audience.” We have high hopes for possible recognition at the NHSTA’s again this year.

Chris Storm
Music Director

Photographer: Karen Spurlock
As Skutt Catholic advances through its third decade, we continue to build on the solid foundation created in the early years. Thanks to outstanding past leadership, Skutt Catholic has a rich tradition in academics, sports, and extracurricular activities that is the envy of much more established schools. While we look back on our achievements with pride, it is important to keep focused on future dreams. Much like our graduates, who are building on past accomplishments and laying the groundwork for careers and family life, we must keep looking ahead.

Each year a new group of freshmen entrust their future to us. It is incumbent upon us to provide them with the best education and spiritual growth possible. Last year I had the opportunity to sit courtside at a Duke University basketball game and witness Mike Krzyzewski, Coach K, lead his team. You would have thought the game was for a national championship and this was his first time coaching at that level. Coach K, one of the greatest coaches of all time, is often asked, “How do you maintain this level of enthusiasm?”

His response is, “I haven’t won anything, my former players have. The kids on this team haven’t won anything yet so they deserve the best I can offer them. When I can’t do that, I need to hang it up because it wouldn’t be fair to them.”

I hope this is the spirit that we as board members, teachers, administrators, alumni, and parents continue to provide to our students. While we have a rich history, the freshmen walking into our doors haven’t created their history yet, and they deserve our best efforts. As we mature, our best efforts should be bolder than what we have done in the past; we should be challenging ourselves to new heights.

To help Skutt Catholic in this effort, the Board of Trustees will be in conversations with students, teachers, parents, alumni, and donors. It has been several years since we last updated the school’s Strategic Plan. If we are to consistently build on past success, we must ask the hard questions:

- What have we done well and what can we improve upon?
- What weaknesses do we have and how can we eliminate them?
- What goals do we have for our future and what can we do to attain them?

As we go through this process, we will need your feedback and involvement.

God’s Blessings to all of you and thank you for all you do for Skutt Catholic.

Phil Ruden
Chairman of the Board
The 2015-16 Annual Appeal is underway. The goal for this year's appeal is $150,000. The funds raised offset our operational costs and help keep tuition as affordable as possible. The Annual Appeal helps make up the difference between what a family pays in tuition and the actual cost to educate one student. Your support at a level meaningful to you will make a difference towards our overall goal. Thank you for your consideration and support of Skutt Catholic High School!

### Operating Revenue:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Amounts:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuition and Fees</td>
<td>$6,915,485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less Financial Aid &amp; Scholarships</td>
<td>($989,929)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Tuition and Fees</strong></td>
<td><strong>$5,925,556</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amounts:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parish Assessments</td>
<td>$284,444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Activities</td>
<td>$148,467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary Activities</td>
<td>$77,472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other revenue</td>
<td>$95,138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Operating Revenue</strong></td>
<td><strong>$6,531,077</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Operating Expenses:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expense</th>
<th>Amounts:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instructional</td>
<td>$3,541,471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Activities</td>
<td>$719,142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary Activities</td>
<td>$61,327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Administration</td>
<td>$943,796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruitment</td>
<td>$133,328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Operations &amp; Maintenance</td>
<td>$784,863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation</td>
<td>$574,777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>$19,667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Operating Expenses</strong></td>
<td><strong>$6,778,371</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Operating Loss** ($247,294)

### Nonoperating Revenue, Support, Expenses, Gains, & Losses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amounts:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interest and Investment Income, net</td>
<td>$66,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development &amp; Fundraising Income</td>
<td>$844,516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development &amp; Fundraising Expense</td>
<td>($476,015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Nonoperating Revenue, Support, Expenses, Gains, &amp; Losses</strong></td>
<td><strong>$434,801</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CHANGE IN NET ASSETS** $187,507

**NET ASSETS, Beginning of Year** $11,101,516

**NET ASSETS, End of Year** $11,289,023

The 2015-16 Annual Appeal GOAL! 100%

If you have not yet contributed to the Annual Appeal, please consider donating and help us reach our $150,000 goal.

### Functional Allocation

- **Program Services - Education & Activities** 83%
- **Fundraising** 6%
- **Recruitment** 2%
- **Management and General** 9%
Donors from July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015

**Angels - ($25,000 +)**
- Archdiocese of Omaha
- Trevor and Andrea Barton
- McNeil Refrigeration, Inc.
- Barney and Julie McNeil
- Ken and Bev Pohlman

**Patron Saints - ($10,000 +)**
- Catholic Mutual Group
- Charleston Homes, LLC
- Jerry and Ann Crouse
- Mark and Johanna Duren
- Matt and Jill Edstrand
- Tom and Mary Hendricks
- Holland Foundation
- Tim and Annette Kerkmann
- Jim Kineen
- Union Pacific Corporation
- Brett and Kathy Wawers

**SkyHawk Club - ($5,000 +)**
- Mike and Sue Dobel
- Beth Elaison
- John Kaiser and Felicia Hutnick
- Ann Kineen
- Steve Moskovits and Connie Kozeny-Moskovits
- Steve and Chris Mendlik
- Scott and Kristi Pavel
- Brent and Michele Pohlman
- Douglas Rohlff and Stacy Moffenbier
- Curt and Tracy Schwartzkopf
- Skutt Catholic Parent Association
- Donna Welch

**President’s Club - ($2,500 +)**
- Ron and Beth Amenta
- Ron and Mary Andersen
- Andy Arkfeld
- Mark and Sam Baratta
- Bishop Business
- BP Matching Fund Programs
- Mark and Sally Brittan
- Calabretto Building Group
- Steve and Janet Chambers
- Champions Run
- Creighton University
- Valmont and Tehseen Desa
- Mike and Roxanne Dooley
- Jerry and Jill Feilmeier
- Bob and Lisa Goldsmith
- Bruce and Karen Goracke
- Ed and Patty Johnson
- Todd and Liz Jonas
- Mike and Renee Masching
- Rick and Diane Mead
- Jim and Mary Meduna
- Network for Good
  - Dave and Liz Sambol
  - Dan and Mary Ellen Scholz
  - Mike and Lucy Smith
  - Tony and Karen Spurlock
  - Chuck and Christine Stevens
  - Thiele Geotech, Inc.
  - UBS Financial Services Inc.
  - Randy and Veronica Wright

**Principal’s Club - ($1,500 +)**
- Bank of the West
- Bill and Kate Bedford
- Garrett Brucker and Sandy Lane
- Mark and Rhonda Burkard
- Mike and Dee Dee Carmody
- Central States Indemnity Company
- Bob and Toni Elliott
- Dale Engskov
- Ron and Corene Faltin
- Bruce and Marlene Haney
- Rick and Deb Homan
- Larry and Linda King
- Gary and Keven Kiser
- Koleys, Inc.
- Leading Edge Printing & Forms, Inc.
- Mike and Sara Leglerster
- Mike and Maryann Litz
- Mangelsen-Images of Nature Gallery
- Ryan and Andrea Mendlik
- Meylan Industrial Services, Inc.
- Midland University
- Mutual of Omaha
- Kevin and Patricia O’Malley
- OCI Insurance and Financial Services, Inc.
- Mike and Peg Odisorio
- Omaha World Herald
- Steven and Michele Ott
- Pacific Springs Golf Course
- Patera Landscaping, LLC
- Piezon’s Pizzeria
- Troy and Jill Podraza
- Duane and Kathleen Polodna
- Premier Bank
- Priority - 1 - Fitness
- Royal Bank of Canada Wealth Management
- Philip and Linda Ruden
- Jeff and Barb Shapiro
- Patrick and Laura Simpkins
- Jay and Tricia Snow
- Bob and Ann Stratton
- Kurt and Kathy Strawhecker
- Dan and Leslie Thiele
- Matt and Kim Turman
- Valmont Industries, Inc.
- Jay and Amy Vankat
- VISAP Giving Station
- Jon and Laurie Wagner
- Jeff and Marie Williamson

**Trustee Club - ($1,000 +)**
- Mark and Katherine Ahrens
- Alan & Marcia Baer Foundation
- Luke and Beth Augustine
- Avant Architects, Inc.
- Brandeis Catering
- Central States Health & Life Co. of Omaha
- Phil and Bobbi Christensen
- Gregg and Sharon Classen
- Corporate Lawn Care
- Lou and Kathy D’Ercole
- Greg and Melanie Doeschot
- Rafael Dorador and Ana Maria Dorador de los Santos
- Exclusively Eyewear
- Ted and Becky Fischer
- Tim and Toni Flynn
- Doug Graham and Cindy Bartels-Graham
- Mike and Cathy Huber
- Matthew and Anne Jetter
- Mark and Sherri Jones
- Todd and Suzanne Kathol
- Jay and Pattie Kilgore
- Chris Korth
- Scott and Kimberly Leinen
- Vince and Paula Lenz
- Bob and Sue Ludvik
- Bob and Ann Maxwell
- Jill McMahon
- Joe and Jayne Moller
- Mark and Jan Morris
- Gary and Regan Muhs
- Nebraska State Bar Foundation
- Alex and Sarah Negro
- Jerry and Jenny O’Doherty
- Craig and Kay Olson
- Coleen Pecha
- Doug and Janice Pick
- Plant Design Services LLC
- Tom and Michael Pleiss
- Sharon Rasmussen
- Jim and Mary Sackett
- Reed and Jane Samson
- Steve and Patti Schafer
- Edwin and Lorraine Schautman
- Sina Way Corporation
- Joe and Julie Skrdaski
- Mrs. Thomas J. Skutt
- Patrick and Beth Slattery
- Tim and Jennifer Smith
- Spirit Catholic Radio
- St. Wenceslaus School
- Byron and Linda Stigge
- Terry and Judy Strawhecker
- Trisch Electric Company, Inc.
- Vanguard Charitable
- Randy and Kathy Wiese
- Charlie and Lynn Wurtz
- Joe and Susan Wurtz

**Patron Club - ($500 +)**
- Mike and Kristina Agostino
- Apple Family Dental Care
- Arkfeld Real Estate LLC
- Dean and Jane Baumert
- Richard and Nancee Berger
- Mark and Phyllis Bischoff
- Mike and Clare Bissonnette
- William Boyd
- Bob and Jill Camenzind
- Cedar Valley Hunt Club
- John and Eileen Chekal
- Phil and Deb Christiansen
- Greg and Lisa Daake
- Victoria David
- Gary and Kimberly Devlin
- Dreams Med Spa
- Scott and Robin Drvol
- Egemier Wealth Management Group
- John and Patricia Elliott
- Duane and Jane Fenner
- Travis and Anne Flodine
- Marilee Fredrickson
- Bruce and Sheila Froendt
- Joe and Karen Gehri
- William and Mindy Geis
- Tim and Shari Gilg
- Gosch Family Dental
- Jeff and Amy Gromowsky
- Christopher and Erin Gubbel
- John and Deb Gustafson
- Dave and Kathy Hahn
- Jim Haidley
- Jerry and Elizabeth Hajek
- David and Lori Haller
- Tim Hartigan

† = Donors who have given to the school for 3 - 5 consecutive fiscal years.
‡ = Donors who have given to the school for 6 - 9 consecutive fiscal years.
+++ = Donors who have given to the school for 10 - 14 consecutive fiscal years.
++++ = Donors who have given to the school for 15+ consecutive fiscal years.
Donors from July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015

Donors

Leonard and Adele Hassenstab
††Terry and Anna Healy
††Patricia Heffron
†Bruce and Sherri Hoyle
††Steve and Heather Hruby
†Jared and Shari Jensen
†Lee and Cynthia Jones
†Jason and Kerry Judge
†Gerri Kampe
†Greg and Theresa Keane
Albert and Leona Kernen
David and Candace Kirkwood
†Ed and Susie Kizer
†Joe Kizer
Alvin and Geri Kobes
†Fred and Sally Korth
Darin and Ashley Kotil
Ken and Bridget Kramer
Trent Leichleiter
††Dan and Angie Lohaus
Tom and Margo Meehan
Patrick and Deb Meyers
MJ Optical, Inc.
†Jeremy and Heidi Moore
John and Michelle Moore
Multi-Images Photography
Chris and Sandi O’Connell
Omaha Post - S.A.M.E
Rich and Kristen Panowicz
Scott Papek
Personal Management, LLC
Silas Prather
Mike and Susie Price
Timothy and Erin Quinn
†Rainbow Artistic Glass
††Tom and Mary Pat Rerucha
Resource Insurance Consultants
†Chip and Pat Riedmann
S.A.V.E. Program, Inc.
Brian and Amy Sauser
Jeff and Amy Schmid
††Tom and Cindy Shimeda
SNJR, Inc.
Ken and Janet Sorensen
Chuck and Sonja Sprague
Regina Stoffo
Paul and Jeni Sackett
Tenaska
The Poetry Foundation
United Way Metro Chicago
John Vela
Bill and Sheryl Wachtler
†Ty and Sole Wells
Mike and Jolene White
Ciff Wolfe
Glen and Theresa Wordemper
†Al and Peggy Zach
†Bob and Martha Zajicek
†Randy and Patti Zerzan

Benefactor Club - ($250 +)
Anonymous
ACM Claims Service, Inc.
Anthony Company Builders
Arkfeld Wealth Strategies
Joe and Jeanne Barmettler
Sebastian and Mary Befiore
Jeremy and Bridgett Belsky
††Steve and Amy Beran
†Mike and Joyce Bernard
††Dan and Sheila Bleyhl
††Mike and Beth Boler
Nick and Maureen Borman
Boyle, Hess & Elliott, CPA’s, P.C.
†Brewhy’s Food & Spirits
Craig Callahan
††Felix and Peggy Carbudillo
Carpetland
Chris and Jane Chapman
†††Dan and Nora Chesire
†Jefl and Karen Clark
†Chris and Kim Connolly
††Cosgrove Company
†CSG International, Inc.
†Ken and Stephanie Daniels
Darland Construction Co.
†Debra S. West, D.D.S.
Deck the Walls
Kirk and Leslie Dependerd
††††Jerry and Jeanne Dempsey
Mike and Sueann Devereaux
††Rick and Joanie Drew
Dr. Schaffer & Schaffer Family Eyecare
Dundee Bank
Randy and Lori Eggink
†Jeff and Mary Helen Elliott
Don and Amia Espiritu
Exceptional Portraits
†Paul Finochiaro
Fleetwood Investments LLC
†Christine French
†Godfrey and Cathy Friedt
†Chris and Karen Fullinfaw
†Jason and Kelly Gibson
Jeff and Meg Gonka
John and Margaret Gordon
††Mike and Lori Gordon
††Mike and Karen Gottschalk
††††Jo and Judy Graham
†Roger and Julie Hasz
††Matt and Suzy Heffron
Mike and Nicole Heglin
†Dave and Chelly Hoody
HSD Inc.
†Tom Jensen and Theresa Tworek-Jensen
††Matt and Julie Johnson
Bernie and Cindy Kanger
†Keep Kids Alive Drive 25
†Kelly’s Carpet
King Kong on 13th Street
King Kong on 72nd Street
King Kong on Dodge Street
Deb Kirchner
†Beth Klawitter
Mike and Susan Krause
Tim and Kari Kudron
Tom and Nancy Lenz
John and Suzie Lewandowski
†Mama’s Pizza
Mike and Debbie Marcil
Craig and Brenda Martin
†FAlan and Lori Matulka
†Nancy McCormick
†Mitch and Rosemary McDermott
†Tom and Mary McGuire
Jack and Susan McMannana
Don and Kathy Meink
††Frank and Jill Mihulka
†Darwin and Peggy Miles
Jerry and Julie Montzl
Mount Michael Benedictine High School
Mt Crescent Ski Area
William and Barbara Naughton
Mike and Sharon Neal
†††Nebraska Wesleyan University
John Nelson
†Larry and Wendy Nepple
†Tom and Brenda Nicholas
Tony and Bonnie Nigro
Evelyn Nogowski
Novartis Matching Gift Center
NP Dodge Company
†††Chris and Shayla O’Brien
†Paul and Kathleen Olness
Omaha Community Foundation
†††Oscar’s Pizza & Sports Grille
†Doug and Lisa Ourada
Panda Inc.
††Anthony and Jean Pastrnak
Performance Automotive Group (Baxter’s)
†Clif and Angie Poling
†Jerry and Mary Jo Pont
Premier Dental
Marty and Deb Pudlowski
Joe and Jody Quartorollo
Ron and Teri Quinn
Bill and Barb Redmond
John and Nadine Ries
Mike and Jan Sackett
†††Kyle and Deanne Schlautman
†Mark and Michelle Schmidt
†††Mark and Jeanette Schroeder
†††Greg and Pam Sellenrich
†Frank and Courtney Semin
Steve and Linda Shanahan
†Don and Bobbi Shiu
Laura Simpkins
†Mark and Carolyn Siracuse
Skutt Catholic HS Wrestling Team
Mark and Julie Slattery
†Roger and Joyce Snowden
Adam and Kristina Staebebel
†Mike and Becca Strawhecker
Paul and Brenda Stuart
Steve and Courtenay Swanstrom
†Jerry and Judi Szatko
†Tiburon Golf Club
Kurt and Ann Tjaden
††Matt Tobia
Dave and Wendy Treinen
Chad and Karolina Tresslar
†Tritz Plumbing Inc.
Valley Marine Corporation
John and Julie Weiss
Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign
Larry and Kathryn White
Dwain and Patrice Wiegand
††Jeff and Jan Wiepen
Scott and Tracy Wimmer
Tony Yaghmour and Kristee Zoloty Yaghmour
†Craig and Teresa Zwiener

Green and Silver Club - ($100+)
Anonymous
Advanced Pediatric Therapy LLC
Allen Furniture
Anderson & Schlautman, P.C.
Anderson Claim Service, Inc.
Tom and Karri Anderson
Armbrust YMCA
James and Janet Arts
Mike and Jill Bailey
Ric and Laurel Barton
†Matt and Mary Jo Bassett
†Cletus and Mary Baum
††Steve and Monica Baxter

† = Donors who have given to the school for 3 - 5 consecutive fiscal years.
†† = Donors who have given to the school for 6 - 9 consecutive fiscal years.
††† = Donors who have given to the school for 10 - 14 consecutive fiscal years.
†††† = Donors who have given to the school for 15+ consecutive fiscal years.
Donors from July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015

Larry and Kathy Beckman
Tim and Valerie Begley
Pat and Jeni Belding
Kevin and Kim Berens
Bergman Jewelers
Beyond the Vine Flowers & Home Decor
Billings Photography
Steven Bishop
Kerry and Sylvia Black
Tim and Julie Bloomingdale
Edward and Jolene Blum
Patrick and Judy Borchers
Jim and Cecilia Bowers
Robert and Mary Ellen Brady
Mike Bridgman and Camilla Parson
Brad and Kellie Broadstone
Debort and Yvonne Bruck
Brad and Nancy Cagley
Cargill
Sally Carlson
Jim and Brian Carroll
Evan and Suzanne Carter
Harrison and Melissa Chambers
Lisa Chandler
Melissa Cheff
†CHI Lakeside Wellness Center
†Pat and Sandra Christen
Claxton Fireplace Center
†Daniel and Laura Collins
Tom and Jennifer Connolly
†Continental Pool & Spa Co.
†††Thorn and Joan Copenhagen
Brad and Cherie Costanzo
Pat Costello
Joel and Elaine Cotton
†John and Kari Cronican
†Rick Cronin and Georgia Welch Cronlin
Michael and Kara D’Ercole
Ed and Laurie Davidson
††DeCosta Sporting Goods
Defy Gravity
John and Barb Dehner
††Dennis Uniform
Devetter Fitness
†Richard and Terry Dischler
†Gordy and Nan Doeschot
Doubletree
Kevin Drew
Brian and Juli Drukeke
Todd and Barbara Dunker
Eagle & Tara Golf the Hills
††David and Johnna Eck
Sharon Edloff
Ehrhart Griffin & Associates
†Glen and Esther Eich
Todd and Julie Eich
Element Omaha
Embassy Suites Omaha-LaVista
Scott and Kathy Emery
†Keith and Gretchen Engelkamp
Peter and Angela Erland
††Douglas and Julie Evans
Executive Cleaning Services, Inc.
Family Fun Center
†Jerome and Eleanor Feilmeier
Ken Felch
†William and Marian Feltes
Jim and Kathy Fenn
Don and Dena Marie Fey
Fish Window Cleaning
Fix It Fast
†Joe and Jana Flaxbeard
Amy Fletcher
FM Global Foundation
Deanna Foley
Joe and Bridgette Ford
Fox and Hound
†Jay and Kim Franklin
†Charlie and Mary French
†Jeff and Gloria Friend
†Funny Bone Comedy Club
G. M. Trucking, Inc.
Gentleman’s Choice
†Joe and Deb Giesler
Owen and Gina Girard
††Virgin and Linda Goracke
Kathy Gorham
†Terry and Maureen Gregory
Mark and Frances Grieb
†Lee and Shari Grimes
Karen Guthrie
H-Card
Michael and Mary Hagge
Morrie and Dawn Hagge
Matthew and Kim Hall
Kurt and Melinda Halvorson
††††Herb and Marian Hames
Hamilton Color Labs
†Larry and Susan Harr
†Mike and Gloria Harris
††Ron and Barb Haynes
††Bob Heimann
John and Jennifer Heithoff
Keith and Mena Hendrickson
David and Allison Hengen
John and Jacque Herdzina
Heritage Management Services
tom and Patty Henneman
Chris and Diane Heyne
Katherine Hightower
†John and Cara Hilgert
Rick and Micki Hixson
Harry and Janie Hoch
Holiday Inn Express and Suites
†Jim and Sandi Hollenbeck
†††Bob and Theresa Homan
†Bill and Kathy Howard
††Mike and Diane Huffer
Jim and Donna Huffman
Jackie Hughes
Domenick and Norma Iacovo
Indulgence Salon and Spa
Inspired Spaces
Interiors by Joan & Associates
Marla Irish
Michael Jackson
Terese Johns
David and Dawn Johnson
Jan Johnson
Mary Johnston
†††Eli and Michaela Jones
Rick and Beth Jones
Rich and Kathy Kalal
††Laura and Dan Kalal
††Randy and Kathy Kaster
Keith and Teresa Kathol
††Eric and Brittany Kauffman
†††Mike and Mary Kavan
John and Kathy Keady
Tom and Sandy Keck
†Kevin and Mary Ellen Keeley
Bob and Theresa Keenan
Thomas and Joanne Kerins
††Rob and Loriann Kirkpatrick
Kitty Lee Dance
John and Renee Kizer
Dick and Maureen Kizer
Bill and Kathy Kizer
Mike and Amanda Klug
Knights of Columbus - Council 10108
†Glenn and Paula Kohles
Dan and Michelle Koralesski
†Toby and Jennifer Korensky
Randy and Pam Korth
†Kosama Complete Body Transformation
Jess and Jacob Kroenke
†Sheri Kros
Raymond Krupa
†Bob and Kristy Krupa
Troy and Melissa Lagasse
Lamp Rynesours & Associates
Rick and Amanda Landenberger
††Robert and Collen Lange
†Brian and Gina Langel
†Vern and Delores Langel
Mike and Sharon Lawler
Lyle and Elaine Leeper
Joseph and Christene Leto
†Brian and Susie Leuschen
Bill and Paula Lonie
††Louis’ Sporting Goods
Rachel Lowry
†Lu Mannino
Charles and Mary Manternach
Maplewood Lanes
Joshua Martinez
Mary Kay’s Photography
Bob and Tammi Masching
†Leon May
††Mark and Kim McBride
†Mike and Lisa McCarty
David and Lisa McCue
†Mike McDermott
Ken and Brenda McDonald
†Timothy and LeeAnn McGonigal
†Brian McGrath
†††Mary Ann McGrath
John and Andrea McMahon
†Doug Meier
††††Paul and Patty Mendlik
Zachary Mendlik
†Mike and Diane Micek
†Microsoft
Joe Miklas
Millard Family Eyewear
Chery and Diane Miller
John Minton
Lesa Modde
Maureen Mohlman
†Tom and Paula Montgomery
Stephen and Joy Morris
††Kevin and Shari Munro
John and Mary Murphy
Robert and Beverly Murray
David and Kimberly Nabbit
†Mike and Bonnie Naden
Trace Ned and Nicki Lanzante
††Bruce and Donna Nedrow
†Jim and Michelle Neneman
Rick and Jane Neneman
Josh and Kathy Neville
†Michael and Carol Nowak
Patrick and Liz Nowak
Tim and Carol O’Bryan
Brendan and Rachel O’Flynn
Oak Hills Country Club
††††Donors who have given to the school for 3 - 5 consecutive fiscal years.
†††Donors who have given to the school for 6 - 9 consecutive fiscal years.
††††Donors who have given to the school for 10 - 14 consecutive fiscal years.
†††††Donors who have given to the school for 15+ consecutive fiscal years.
Donors from July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015

Donors

Chuck and Jen Olson
Omaha Storm Chasers
Omaha Symphony
Opera Omaha
Steve and Barbara Osborn
Patty Otto
Scott and Katherine Pachunka
Pancho's Mexican Grill
Howard and Judy Parker
Terry Patton
Dean and Dixie Pearson
Andrew and DiAnn Peitzmeier
Chuck and Jeanne Perry
Rick and Colleen Pivovar
Marty and Carla Plum
Karl and Arlene Porzelt
Prairie Life Center
Danny and Laura Purcell
Chris and Jennifer Rabine
Clint and Kristen Reeves
Rental City
Dennis and Ruth Riesselman
Jeff and Karisa Riesselman
Brad and Cynthia Roehr
Jim and Mary Rohlf
Scott and Tiffany Rohlf
Larry and Liz Ronspies
Rossi Clothiers
Runza
Kathy Russell
Sam & Louie's New York Pizzeria
Joe and Gave Lynn Schaffart
Maria Schneider
Bill and Tracy Schomers
Maxine Schwahn
Scott and Lisa Seier
Marcus and Katie Shanahan
Kevin and Chris Shouse
Charlie and Amy Sievers
Brett and Sara Sims
Delane and Georgie Sinner
Vincent and Virginia Siracuse
Skutt Catholic HS Baseball
Skutt Catholic HS Tennis Team
Skutt Catholic Mock Trial Team
Dan and Tracy Silva
Chet and Kelly Slump
Tom, Robyn, Wyatt, Will, & Jack Slunecka
David Smoot and Lynn Banker
South/Southwest YMCA
Jim and Kathy Sparks
Michael and Diane Spaudeing
St. Columbille Parish
Eileen Stevens
Mike Stolarisky
Warren and Ellen Storm
Jim and Donita Stratman
Hank and Bernie Sturm
Jim and Audrey Suing
Kevin and Jeanne Swain
Duane and JoAnn Swanson
Denny and Lynn Swanson
The Benevity Community Impact Fund
The Brenmar Company
The UPS Store #4166
P.J. and Jenna Theisen
Loretta Thibodeau
Terry and Kelly Thielen
Charlotte Thompson
Tip Top Tux
Jim and Jackie Tischer
Loren and Patti Tobia
Gary and Susan Tournoor
Mark and Ursula Treinen
Mark and Elizabeth Tritis
Doug and Sherri Troupe
Joseph Tucker
Tully's Kennels
Zane and Katie Tupper
Mary Tyler
United Way Greater Twin Cities
Upstream Brewing Company
Jonathan Urbom
Greg and Karen Van Dyke
Dennis and Barb Vollmer
Donald and Peggy Vrana
Craig and Annette Wallace
Michael and Barbara Wallrapp
Tom and Kim Walsh
Lannie and Carol Weak
Jim and Kathy Welniak
Carl and Anita Wenke
Tom and Amy Werner
Richard and Brenda Wessel
Boyd and Kathleen West
James and Deb West
Bill and Judy Wimmer
Brad and Shelley Winking
Paul and Sandra Wohl
Mark and Christine Woodruff
Dennis and Jeanne Woolman
Mary and Ann Wuerfel
Chris and Susan Yordt
Christine Yost
Bill and Cindy Yost
Catie Yuhas
Dean and Christine Yuhas
Joe Zaccoone
Bill and Karla Zavadil
Jeanne Zegers
Mike and Robyn Zeplin
Zorecz Carpet Care

Ninety-three Club - ($1+)
Anonymous (4)
A Hill of Beans
Abante Marketing
Ace Hardware
All Seasons Floral
Alaina Almero
Dan and Mary Altman
Bob and Kathi Amador
American Gramaphone
Tim and Vicki Anders
Jay and Michelle Anderson
Moe and Kim Anderson
Dave and Michelle Arkfeld
Ed and Shirley Arkfeld
Elizabeth Arneson
Kim Artner
Roger and Beth Augustyn
Baby Embellishments
Phil and Cassie Baker
Steve and Amy Baker
Oliver and Tara Bantam
Brad and Christina Bartling
Jeff and Jamie Bausback
Beads Etc.
Beauty Brands
Matt and Shelby Beers
Madeleine Begley
Marc and Angela Behrens
Gary and Mary Beller
Bellevue Berry and Pumpkin Ranch

Donors who have given to the school for 3 - 5 consecutive fiscal years.
Donors who have given to the school for 6 - 9 consecutive fiscal years.
Donors who have given to the school for 10 - 14 consecutive fiscal years.
Donors who have given to the school for 15+ consecutive fiscal years.
Donors from July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015

Bruce and Betty Dolan
Michael and Maureen Duff
Frank and Jan Duffy
Joyce Duffy
Susie Dugan
Joseph and Sabina Dumba
Durham Western Heritage Museum
Bernie and Connie Durkan
Randy and Theresa Ecker
Steve Edloff and Ann Marquardt-Edloff
Educational Outfitters
Mark Eggermier
Tim and Gretchen Ek
†Matt Eledge
Wayne and Mary Elliot
Joe Elliott
Robert and Lyla Elofson
†David and Sarah Emanuel
Dan and Melissa Erdei
†Ervin & Smith Advertising and Public Relations, Inc.
Kirk and Elaine Estee
Faces Spa
†Darrell and Mary Ann Farley
FarmHouse Cafe
Jenna Feilmeier
Pedro and Lisa Ferrer
Ron and Jean Feuerbach
Kevin and Cheryl Finkenbiner
Joe and Carol Finocchiaro
Firehouse Subs
Flagship Restaurant Group
Fontenelle Forest
Brian and Pam Foral
Fringes Salon
Joe and Joni Fuchs
†Todd and Dawn Fuelberth
Michael and Catherine Galvin
Mr. and Mrs. Clete Galvin
Anne Gardner
David and Marylou Garrett
Tom and Fran Garvey
Mike and Wendy Gerdes
Steve and Chris Gilbert
Glacial Till Vineyard
††Gloria Deo
Golf USA
Good Life Bar and Grill
Henry Goracke
Jeff and Sherri Gordon
Nathan Gradoville
Bob and Sarah Grauman
Mack and Barbara Greder
Pat and Cynthia Greise
Tom and Michelle Grennan
Ember and Elena Grummons
Mike Guinean
Steve and Lisa Gulseth
Ron and Chris Hagedorn
Tom and Karen Hahn
Brian and Laurie Halpenny
Ryan and Jennifer Haney
†Mike and Michelle Hanna
Shane and Jessica Hanson
†Steve and Stacey Harrison
Harvest Cafe and Wine Bar
Thomas and Cheri Hassenstab
†Dan Hefenstet
†Joe and Maggie Hefenstet
†Hector’s Restaurant
Scott and Rhonda Helyer
Bob and Ann Hennen
Henry Doorly Zoo
Billy and Diane Higgins
††Tom and Candy Higgins
Brad and Jeanne Hildebrandt
††Jim and Mary Sue Hinckel
Maxine Hjelmstad
††Jim and Marcia Hofstetter
Jeff and Cassie Holdsworth
Holiday Lounge
David and Janean Hollenbeck
Honeybaked Ham and Cafe
Troy and Christin Honeyman
Douglass and Jill Hoops
†Leslie and Pamela Hotovy
Brian and Kate Hough
Ted and Sharon Hough
†House of J
John and Karen Hovanecek
††Damian and Gina Howard
Teresa Huber
Mark and Bev Hueter
E. and Donna Hull
Gary and Mary Hunt
Terry and Cindi Huntington
†Doug and Linda Ivory
Jam’s
Kevin and Deb Jarosik
†Mark and Mary Jensen
JMS Custom Painting, Inc.
Adam and Nikki Johnson
†Chris and Amber Johnson
Mitch Johnson
Fred and Cindy Jones
Robert and Suzanne Jones
David and Brigid Jopp
†Joslyn Art Museum
Juice Stop
Just Pop’d Popcorn
Benny and Shirley Kaiser
Tim Kaiser and Chris Tourak-Kaiser
Dan Kane and Becky Schnell Kane
†Galen and Doree Kalthol
Niki Kalthol
Matt and Emily Kauffman
Nancy Keating
Glenn and Lisa Kee
Ann Kelleher
Dan and Joyce Keller
David and Marilyn Keller
Mark and Shellee Kersenbrock
Kid’s Body Shop
Susan Kineen
Jerry and Jane King
†Robert and Eileen Kingston
Peter and Judith Kist
†Connor and Jeanna Kiser
Kiley Kiser
††Kevin and Nora Kleinsasser
Scott and Suzanne Klingemann
Brian and Karlyn Knieriem
Tim and Jody Knust
Kobe’s Steakhouse
†Jeff and Katie Koenig
Dave and Debbie Kolar
Kona Grill
†Jeff and Teresa Kopietz
†Helen Krajcek
Steve and Ingrid Kreinbrin
†Joseph and Amy Krettek
†Rich and Patty Kroger
Andrew and Laurie Krone
Joann Krumwiid
Donors who have given to the school for 3 - 5 consecutive fiscal years.

†††† = Donors who have given to the school for 15+ consecutive fiscal years.
Donors from July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015

= Donors who have given to the school for 3 - 5 consecutive fiscal years.
= Donors who have given to the school for 6 - 9 consecutive fiscal years.
= Donors who have given to the school for 10 - 14 consecutive fiscal years.
= Donors who have given to the school for 15+ consecutive fiscal years.

Donors

NJ & Co.
Nobbies
Kevin and Dawn Nokels
Nothing Bundt Cakes
Mary Kay O’Connor
Philip and Susan O’Halloran
Elizabeth Odorioso
Marcus and Jessica Odorioso
Office of Stewardship and Development
Steven and Angela Olson
Omaha Community Playhouse
Omaha Performing Arts Center
Kathy Onken
Kathie Onkka
Steve and Laura Osborn
Outback Steakhouse
F.P. Changs China Bistro
Juan and Isela Padilla
Rick and Pam Pane
Jon and Jill Parker
Parliament Pub
Dennis Parr
Shaun and Sarah Patrin
Ron and Sherry Pearson
Dennis and Juli Petatowsky
Brett Pekula
Val Peltz
AI and Chris Peters
David Peters
Ernest and Carol Pfannenstiel
Scott and Denise Pfeifer
Pfizer Foundation Matching Gifts Program
Danny Phelps
Bob and Kathy Phillips
Rick and Kate Ripper
Pines Country Club
Joseph and Heidi Plance
Zach Pohlman
Havery and Vickie Poling
Jenny and Michelle Pope
Posh Nails
Tim and Kelli Povich
Nancy Prestia
Mackenzie Raburn
Chrystina Rago
Jessica Rago
Matthew Rago
James and Beckie Rago
Dan and Vickie Ramaekers
Steve and Jean Ranshaw
John and Sarah Rastorfer
Red Robin
Kimberly Redlinger
Jon and Linda Reid
Brett and Erin Render
Ron Revers
Kevin and Lori Rice
Andy and Julie Richard
Chris and Sarah Richardson
Franklin and Mary Roh
Todd and Karen Rohwedder
John and Lisa Romano
Rose Performing Arts Center
Susan Rosenlof
Tay Royal
Brooks and Mary Jo Rump
Clark and Joyce Kelly Ryan
Francis and Joan Ryan
Mr. and Mrs. L.S. Rygg
Samson Consulting Services Inc.

Donors who have given to the school for 3 - 5 consecutive fiscal years:
Mike and Shelly Saucier
Renée Saunders
Scheels All Sports
Tony and Sharon Scheerger
Mark and Kellie Schlecht
Nicholas Schlecht
Gene and Deb Schlegel
Bob and Mary Schmit
Daryl Schmitt
Sam and Janice Schmitt
Wayne and Darlyn Schmit
Ryan and Julie Schmit
Dale and Linda Schnitzer
Mel and Susan Schrader
Kevin and Julie Schumacher
Gary and Misty Schwartz
Tim and Jill Seberger
Mark and Janet Sedlacek
Bob and Susan Sedlak
Mary Seitz
Norbért and Marcela Seitz
Sempeck’s Bowling and Entertainment
Mercedes Gsorí
Barrett Shanholz
Gregory and June Shanahan
Scott Shely and Tiffany Somer-Shely
A.J. and Kim Skar
Skutt Catholic HS Cheerleaders
Skutt Catholic HS Choir and Theatre
Skutt Catholic HS National Honor Society
Scot and Jane Sloboth
David and Janette Smidlein
Larry Smith and Lori Krejci
Luke and Michele Smith
Mike Smith
Mike and Liz Smith
Mike and Annette Sneckenberg
Shirley Sneckenberg
Soaring Wings Vineyard
Soccer Internationale
Michael Socha
Doug Spellman and Kathi Curry
Hugh and Colleen Spellman
Matt and Megan Starman
Janet Stiles
Bill Stock and Susan Meyers
Jeff and Lynn Stokes
Carrie Stolinski
Stone Creek Golf Course
Dolores Strandlund
Paul and Peggy Strawhecker
Marlys Stichers
Dick and Jeannie Sturgeon
Joe Sturm
Donald and Gloria Sudbeck
Melvin and Becky Sudbeck
Sugar Baker’s Gift and Gourmet
Steve Sulentic
Beth Summers
John and Janet Sutera
Tanner’s Bar & Grill
Tara J. Stone, CPA
TCBY
The Amazing Pizza Machine
The Paw Spa Pet Resort
Rick and Bertie Thedinga
Connie Thiele
Dave and Karen Thiele
Ed and Marcia Thiele
Tom Thiele
Austen Thilen
Michael Thilen

Donors who have given to the school for 6 - 9 consecutive fiscal years:
Ryan Thilen
Shon and Terese Thilen
Dan Thies and Jesse Rasser-Thies
Duane and Judy Thome
Doug and Lori Thompson
Scott and Carrie Thompson
Steven and Christina Thull
Terry and Roxiann Timmons
TMH Designs
Tony D. Buda, P.C.
Maggie Tritsch
Robert and Nancy Tritsch
Tom and Sheila Trueblood
Bryson and Rachel Twist
Kenny and Colleen Ufers
Brent and Kellie Urban
Vala’s Pumpkin Patch
Nancy Vandenberg
Jerry and Sara Venner
Vidla’s Brookside Cafe
Vincenzo’s
Tim and Judy Vogel
Vogies Quilts and Treasures
Chris and Beth Vos
Roger Wadsworth
Travis and Allison Wagner
Mitch W. Waite
Jim and Maureen Waldron
Denis Walsh
Tom and Vicky Walz
William and Denise Warner
Martha and Rita Warwick
Amanda Wazgiz
Felicia Weaver
Peggy Weiche
Neil and Marc Welch
Chris and Vicki Wenke
Michele and Tricia Wesely
Thelma Wesely
Bill and Sue Westmore
Wheatfields
Wade and Susan Wickey
Tom and Lori Wickwire
Ed and Lynette Wienger
Jerry and Eleanor Wiggett
Jo Marie Williams
Patrick and Jennie Wilson
Shirley Windels
Angie Wingert
Chris and Jaime Wolfe
Bill and Kirsten Yates
Dave and Marylin Young
Phil and Amy Young
Kelly Younglove
YoZone Frozen Yogurt
Justin and Erin Zabawa
Luke Zabawa
Anthony Zavala
Bart and Erin Zavalleta
Jorge and Ana Zedillo
Shirley Zerzan
Matt Zielinski

Donors who have given to the school for 10 - 14 consecutive fiscal years:

Donors who have given to the school for 15+ consecutive fiscal years:

In this annual report, V.J. & Angela Skutt Catholic High School gratefully acknowledges the many ways in which donors supported our school from July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015. It is with a great deal of care and pride that we have prepared our donor list for this publication. Please contact the Advancement office at (402) 333-0818 if there are any omissions or misrepresentations.
Skutt Catholic students are truly blessed with some amazing grandparents and special people in their lives. On Thurs., Oct. 22, students welcomed over 600 family and friends for the annual GrandHawks Day celebration.

Fr. Jeff Mollner celebrated Mass for GrandHawks, students, faculty, and staff and the cast of The Drowsy Chaperone performed “Fancy Dress” following the service.

Everyone was treated to an assortment of cookies, muffins, and pastries at a reception before a noon dismissal - definitely, a crowd-pleasing day for all!
Fair Trade:
An Act of Social Justice

Last year, a very enthusiastic student made her way into my classroom during the first week of school. She immediately introduced herself as a senior who had recently moved to Omaha, and then without a breath, asked if I would be willing to be the faculty sponsor for a Fair Trade club at Skutt Catholic. This student, Mary Ninneman (Class of 2015 and now a freshman at the University of Notre Dame), started the ball rolling on establishing Skutt Catholic as the first Fair Trade high school in the state of Nebraska. Simply put, it wouldn’t have happened without her.

So, what is Fair Trade? There are a variety of organizations who promote Fair Trade. Our certifying organization is fairtradecampaigns.org, and here’s how they explain Fair Trade: “When you choose to purchase Fair Trade products, you are endorsing an economic system that provides opportunities for international farmers, artisans, and workers to lift themselves out of poverty.

Fair Trade seeks to enable economic development through equitable trading partnerships. Fair Trade ensures that the products consumers purchase were grown, harvested, crafted, and traded in ways that improve lives and protect the environment.”

How did Skutt Catholic become certified as a Fair Trade school? There are three components for certification. These include assembling a team of students who are in charge of organizing, implementing, and educating the school community about Fair Trade practices and purchases; we have provided no less than two curricular areas where the concepts of Fair Trade are taught. Elements of this economic practice are learned and discussed in business classes and in world studies; and the final component has been to offer Fair Trade products in the school community.

Skutt Catholic currently serves Fair Trade coffee in the teachers’ mail room on Wednesdays and also has it available in all concession stands at athletic events. On late start days, Fair Trade bananas and oranges are available for purchase by students in the commons.

What happens next? The first project will be “Who are you wearing?” instead of asking “What are you wearing?” Having the facts regarding the people who produce our clothes and knowing the conditions under which they work and live can help all of us make informed purchases.

It all began on a day with one determined student and then it grew ... and now we are on a path to being a more caring global community.

Sherri Hoya
English Teacher

In Memoriam

The following names are friends of Skutt Catholic who have passed away since July 1, 2015. If you have an immediate family member who has passed away recently, please contact the Advancement Office. We would be honored to include them in the Skutt Catholic Book of Remembrance.

Gary Bailey - father of Mike Bailey (staff member)
Mildred Baines - maternal grandmother of Carrie Thelen ’06, Kathryn Thelen ’11, Claire Thelen ’12 and Kelsey Thelen ’15
Ann Bell - maternal grandmother of Meghan Norys ’06
Rita Bennett - mother-in-law of Bill Howard (faculty member)
Rachel Biodrowski - Thompson ’04
Dan Briggs - father of Danielle Briggs ’98, Rachel Briggs ’00, and Matt Briggs ’04
Jane Brown - maternal grandmother of Erin McGonigal ’12, Kristine McGonigal ’15, and Jack McGonigal ’19
Kathleen Regan Dailey - maternal grandmother of Jack Duff ’18
Iona Dempsey - paternal grandmother of Kathryn Dempsey ’03, Margaret Dempsey ’05, and Maureen Dempsey ’08
Patrick Dugan - maternal grandfather of Tommy Poledna ’17
Michaela Voris Hebenstreit - wife of Joe Hebenstreit ’01
Patricia Heffron - paternal grandmother of Maria Heffron ’09, Anna Heffron ’10, Kaitlyn Heffron ’12, John Heffron ’14, Lucas Heffron ’16, and Samuel Heffron ’19
Jerome Ketteler - maternal grandfather of Benjamin Hansen ’17 and Ted Hansen ’18
Irene Konwinski - maternal grandmother of Austin Duren ’08, Dylan Duren ’11, Shelby Duren ’12, and Brooklyn Duren ’17
Helen Legleiter - paternal grandmother of Breanne Legleiter ’16 and Jacob Legleiter ’19
Fran Linstroth - paternal grandmother of Claire Linstroth ’16
Debbie Major - maternal grandmother of Ryan Brock ’16 and Keri Brock ’19
Bernie McGrath - father of Kathy Wavers (faculty member), maternal grandfather of Stephanie Wavers Cutier ’05, Julie Wavers ’08, Abby Wavers ’11, Katie Bassett Hoehne ’05, Maggie Bassett ’08, Michael Bassett ’14 and Elizabeth Bassett ’18
Lorraine McGuire - paternal grandmother of Bill McGuire ’17
Richard McNeil - paternal grandfather of Melissa McNeil ’08, Andy McNeil ’06, and Alli McNeil ’12
Michael Mendez - father of Keanu Mendez ’14
Norman Mendlik - paternal grandfather of Stacey Mendlik Crom ’98, Jacque Mendlik Kroenke ’99, Krista Mendlik Skar ’00, Ryan Mendlik ’02, Zach Mendlik ’10, Haley Mendlik ’11, Troy Mendlik ’15, Quinn Mendlik ’18, and maternal grandfather of Austin Cole ’08
James Murray - maternal grandfather of Samantha Lierz ’17
Donald Peatrowsky - paternal grandfather of Dennis Peatrowsky ’18
Paulette Quinlan - mother of Sean Quinlan ’04
Dr. Richard Sambol - paternal grandfather of Elise Sambol ’07 and Michael Sambol ’09
Stacia Siemer - mother of Haley Simmer ’15
Rose Smith - maternal grandmother of Kari Cronican (faculty member), maternal great grandmother Robert Cronican ’10, Libby Cronican ’13, Julia Cronican ’15, Justin Ward ’11 and Billy McGuire ’17
Shirley Thompson - maternal grandmother of Chris Storm (faculty member)
Mary Thurmond - maternal great grandmother of Austen Newcomer ’12 and Emily Newcomer ’16
Betty Wilson - mother-in-law of Jennifer Willson (faculty member) and paternal grandmother of Hazen Wilson ’16
Richard Yeshnowski - maternal grandfather of Andy McNeil ’06, Melissa McNeil Chambers ’08 and Allison McNeil ’12
Mission

V.J. & Angela Skutt Catholic High School forms and educates young men and women to become Christian leaders who empower others, promote justice, and initiate change.

Head Volleyball Coach Renee Saunders holding the first Skutt Catholic state volleyball trophy posed in front of her 1995 University of Nebraska National Championship team photo.